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New Hampshire Route 101 Corridor Study

Executive Summary
[Note: This Executive Summary addresses recommendations for the entire Route 101 Corridor from
Bedford through Wilton.]

1.1 The Problem

View of landscaped boulevard in the
commercial center.

Approaching the Meetinghouse Road
intersection.

Route 101 gets a little worse every year: congestion, accidents, traffic that should be on the highway
is cutting through residential neighborhoods. In Bedford, Route 101 is a barrier that cuts the town
in half, separating neighborhoods and dividing the town center. In Amherst, congestion is increasing north and east of the bypass section, making it increasingly difficult to make turns into and out
of side streets and driveways. On the bypass, congestion causes the eastbound off-ramp at Route
101A to back up onto the highway. Nine fatal head-on collisions have occurred in the past ten
years, almost double the statewide average. In western Milford, there is serious congestion at the
traffic signals and in the stretch of highway between the Souhegan River and the railroad tracks. In
Wilton, there are safety problems due to poor sight lines and outdated intersection geometry, making access to and from the highway difficult.
As bad as these problems are today, they will get worse if nothing is done. Traffic projections anticipate 35 to 50 percent more traffic in 20 years. The result will be more congestion, with level of
service failure on the bypass, in western Milford, and in Amherst north and east of the bypass. This
will result in more short-cutting through residential areas, more accidents, and a continuing barrier
dividing the towns, particularly in Bedford where the highway passes through the town center. It
will be more difficult and hazardous to enter and leave side streets and businesses. Commercial
development with direct highway access will continue to occur, particularly in Bedford and Wilton,
potentially changing the character of the highway.

1.2 The Strategy
The Route 101 Corridor Plan is a strategy to reduce problems and realize benefits. It has several key
parts:
• Access to the highway must be managed for safety.

Concept for the Nashua Road overpass

• Intersections and then roadway segments must be improved to make them safer, accommodate
traffic and reduce traffic diverting through residential neighborhoods. Ultimately, Route 101
should have four travel lanes (two in each direction) from Route 114 in Bedford to western
Milford, with a low-vegetated median (not a barrier) to control left turns. In Wilton, improvements to shoulders and intersections may be sufficient to make the two-lane section adequate for
the 20-year horizon of the Plan.
• In Bedford, the Joppa Hill/Stowell Road and Hardy/Jenkins Road intersections should be im-
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proved and signalized, and the Meetinghouse Road, Constitution Drive intersections should be
improved, greatly reducing congestion. In the longer term, the Route 114/101 intersection should
be totally reconstructed.
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• An overpass for local traffic, pedestrians and bicycles at Nashua Road should be provided,
reconnecting the north and south halves of Bedford’s Town Center. The connector road from
Nashua to Wallace Road which was proposed at the May 2002 public meeting should be relocated behind Route 101 businesses.
• A boulevard cross-section with a landscaped median, tree-lined roadway, and development
guidelines for Bedford’s commercial center would make the center a better place to do business
and shop. The improvements would also signal drivers to slow down.
• In Amherst, local overpasses at Horace Greeley Road and Walnut Hill Road would provide
connections between neighborhoods and permit traffic to reverse direction, access businesses, and
make right turns to enter and leave side streets and driveways instead of left turns.
• When the bypass is widened to four lanes with a low-vegetated median, interchanges should be
improved. A flyover ramp from Route 101A to westbound Route 101 would relieve congestion
and encourage drivers to use Route 101 instead of passing through Milford’s local streets. Ramp
improvements at NH Route 101A and NH Route 13 would provide better acceleration distances
and relieve off-ramp backups onto the highway.

The proposed reconstruction of Route
101/114 as a two level intersection will
benefit people in all four corridor
towns.
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• In western Milford, the bypass should be extended approximately half a mile, rejoining the
existing highway west of the Wilton Road intersection. This would relieve the congested intersections and the bottleneck between the river and the railroad. Access would be improved for
existing commercial and industrial uses and new development on the BROX site.

S

• Hazardous left turns must be reduced, and turning traffic should be directed to appropriately
designed intersections to enter and leave the highway safely; there will be some inconvenience but
the people affected will directly benefit from increased safety. Provisions must also be made for
left turns into business entrances.
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• Roadway improvements should be well-landscaped and guidelines for commercial development
should be implemented to improve aesthetics and manage access in Bedford and Wilton. Design
guidelines for the BROX property should be implemented to ensure a quality development for the
benefit of the Town of Milford.

d

• In Wilton, intersections at Abbott Hill Acres and Intervale Road should be improved, left turn
lanes provided, and a traffic signal added at Greenville Road (NH Route 31 south).

The proposed reconstruction of the
Route 101/Joppa Hill Road intersection
provides safer access to and from Joppa
Hill Road and provides a safe method
from vehicles to reverse direction on
Route 101 with jug-handle lanes.

Because the highway will operate better with these improvements than at present, traffic diverting
to neighborhood streets will be substantially reduced in Bedford’s historic town center, Meeting-
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house Road, and the neighborhood south of Donald Street. Short-cutting in Amherst and Milford
will be similarly relieved by improvements to the bypass and its interchanges with Route 101A and
Route 13.

The improved cross-section on Route
101 will provide safe separation of
travel lanes, sidewalks, and capacity
for future traffic volumes.

Some property would need to be acquired by NHDOT at some locations in Bedford and Milford,
but in general the highway right-of-way is adequate. Few or no buildings would be needed to be
relocated or removed in Bedford. Property would need to be acquired at the Black Forest Bakery/
Café in Amherst, the development site next to Route 101A interchange in Milford, and for the
bypass extension in western Milford. The most significant impact would be at the Meadowbrook
Industrial Park, where the full or partial taking of one building would be necessary. Property owners
would be fairly compensated for takings or easements. Some wetland impacts would occur in Bedford
and Amherst, but they would be limited in extent and can be minimized through design; wetland
permits are part of the design process. These issues will be addressed during engineering design,
which includes assessment of environmental impacts and a public process.
The Corridor Plan will result in a safer, better operating, and better looking Route 101, a stronger
town center, reduced traffic diversion to local streets, facilities for pedestrians and bicycles, and the
capability to better control and guide commercial development.

1.3 The Result
• A safer roadway with less congestion.
• Less diversion of traffic into residential areas.
• A better commercial center in Bedford encouraging lower vehicular speeds and accommodating
pedestrians, and better conditions for development in western Milford and Wilton.
Intersection at Wallace Road
and Route 101

• An attractive highway corridor through all four towns, preserving existing character.

1.4 Next Steps
The Route 101 Corridor Plan is a first step toward action. The second step is detailed engineering of
each project. The Corridor Plan summarizes what the improvements are expected to look like, their
size, and their level of impact. Detailed analysis of wetland impacts and property requirements will
be part of preliminary engineering, and there will be a public process for each project to review the
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design and suggest improvements. Locations of left turns will be determined through this process.

The Bedford Town Council voted to approve the Bedford Route 101 Corridor Plan on August 14,
2002; next, the Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission must approve it. The Corridor
Plan for Amherst, Milford, and Wilton has been reviewed by town officials and the four-town
Steering Committee, where it was coordinated with the Bedford portion of the Plan. The recommended improvements will be incorporated into the regional Long Range Transportation Plan by
the Nashua Regional Planning Commission. All actions in the Corridor plan for the four towns
must win the approval of New Hampshire DOT to be included in the next revision of the state Long
Range Transportation Plan. Coordination with DOT has been ongoing throughout the study.
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The recommended improvements would cost $43 to $48 million in Bedford over 10 or more years.
The total cost would be $52 to $53 million in Amherst through Wilton, nearly half of it for widening and extending the bypass and making it safer. These projects are all eligible for federal funding
at an 80% level. Route 101 is a regional facility, and all the recommended actions in the Corridor
Plan are part of a coordinated strategy to improve safety and traffic operations; therefore, the remaining 20% of project costs should be borne by the state with little or no contribution by the
towns.
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Illustration of siting and landscape
guidelines for commercial uses in Bedford
Center along Route 101

Adopting design guidelines is a town action that can be undertaken over the next year or two,
following technical drafting, study by the planning boards, and public hearing.
The following table shows the implementation sequence for the Route 101 Corridor projects.
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Combined Phasing of Route 101 Corridor Improvements

Phasing of Amherst-Milford-Wilton Improvements

Cost

Phasing of Bedford Improvements

Cost

($million)

($million)

Immediate Action (this year)
Safety warnings for the Milford bypass using variable and fixed message signs.
Urgent Actions (within 3 years)
Overlay of Milford bypass from western end to Route 101A and painted 4-foot median
to increase safety margin.

$0.4 to $0.6 mil

Improvement of the Hardy/Jenkins intersection withy a traffic signal and left turn lanes

$2 million

Elimination of the 101/114 bottleneck by extending the merge past Old Bedford Road.

$0.5 million

Nashua-Bell Hill overpass for local traffic and connector road from Nashua Road to
Wallace Road.
Center left turn lanes at Kahliko Lane, Gage Girls Road to Elk Drive, and Twin Brook
Lane.

$4.5 million

Short-Term Actions (within 3 to 5 years)
Geometric and sight-line improvements in Wilton

$1 million

$1 million

Medium Term Actions (within 5 to 10 years)
Widening of Bypass to 4 lanes with median from western end through 101A
interchange (includes Rte 13 and Rte 101A interchange improvements, flyover ramp,
and gateway landscaping)

$21.2 million

Improvement of Meetinghouse Road intersection (5-lane cross-section)

$2 million

Bypass extension in western Milford (includes gateway landscaping)

$5.2 million

$3 million

Local service overpass at Horace Greeley Road (installation of median can be added
prior to full 4-lane section if coordinated with Joppa Hill Rd improvements in Bedford)

$2 million

Widening of Route 101 to 4 lanes with median divider from Route 114 to
Meetinghouse Road
Creation of 4-lane boulevard from Meetinghouse Road to Wallace Road with
landscaped median providing places for left turns.

Local service overpass at Walnut Hill Road, allowing traffic to reverse direction

$2 million

$4 million

$3 million

Long Term Actions (within 10 to 15 years)
Widening of Bypass to 4 lanes with median from 101A interchange through Amherst
Street interchange (includes gateway landscaping)

$6 million

Widening of Route 101 to 4 lanes with median divider from Wallace Road to
Hardy/Jenkins Road.

Widening of Route 101 to 4 lanes with median from 101A interchange through Walnut
Hill Road, with local service road connection from overpass to Amherst St via Limbo
Lane

$7.6 million

Improvement of Joppa Hill/Stowell Road intersection with traffic signal and jug-handle $2.5 million
turn-around connections.

Widening to 4 lanes with median from Walnut Hill Road to Bedford Town Line. (must
be phased with or after Joppa hill intersection improvement in Bedford)

$3.6 million

Widening of Route 101 to 4 lanes with median divider from Hardy/Jenkins to Amherst
Town Line

$6 million

Improvement of shoulders in Wilton and Greenville Road intersection improvement
(includes gateway landscaping)

$3.5 million

Reconstruct Route 114/101 intersection as two-level signalized intersection.

$15-20 million
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